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Arthur Croxton-Smith
From the book The Power of the Dog (1910)

THE ENGLISH SPRINGER

“O, how full of briers is this working-day world!”
Shakespeare—As You Like It.

“The chief requisite in all kinds of spaniels is,
that they be good finders, and have noses so true

that they will never overrun a scent. . . . .
They should be high-mettled, as regardless of
the severest weather as of the most punishing

cover, and ever ready to spring into the closest
thicket the moment a pointed finger gives the

command.”

General Hutchinson

The transition from the toy varieties to a spaniel is somewhat
violent. The one is intended to please the eye, to gratify the
æsthetic sense, and charm by his manners in the house; the
other is designed primarily, by serving the sportsman in the
held, to accomplish useful duties, but at the same time his
docility of disposition, sagacity of expression and beauty of
coat make him also a welcome companion when the day’s labours
are ended. In estimating the worth of a gundog I should lay
much stress upon his fitness for associating with mankind, for
there is no doubt that if we win the confidence and friendship
of our four-footed servitors the pleasure in their possession
is much increased, and we have them under far better command
when at work. Of all the foolish things written the hackneyed
couplet so much quoted has precedence:

“A woman, a spaniel, and a walnut tree,
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The more you beat them, the better they be.”

The ladies are quite capable of looking after themselves, and
need no champion. I daresay a walnut tree may be all the
better for a good “splashing,” as we used to say in the
Midlands, but I am certain the less a whip is used on a dog of
any sort the more likely are we to be successful in our
efforts to exact prompt and ready obedience to our commands.
The man who uses physical correction too freely is in want of
a practical application of the monition contained in the Book
of Proverbs: “A rod for the back of fools.”

Of the many handsome sub-varieties of spaniels with which we
are familiar to-day the English Springer, perhaps, enjoys the
least popularity, although his merits as a worker entitle him
to a high place in our regard. As a show dog he has never
assumed much prominence, but at held trials and on private
shootings he is constantly demonstrating his utility. No other
spaniel has been bred less for “points” or more consistently
for work. Less excitable than the volatile Cocker, his longer
legs  and  sturdier  frame  adapt  him  to  purposes  which  the
smaller is unable to perform. On the other hand, unless well
broken, he, by ranging too far afield, may put up the game out
of gunshot. It therefore follows that in his early days he
must be made absolutely steady.  Whether he becomes so or not
is not so much attributable to the inherent wickedness of the
dog as to the lack of patience in his breaker. One is almost
inclined to say that the good breaker is born not made. At any
rate, supposing you have the leisure, this is a task better
undertaken by yourself than entrusted to a gamekeeper, who may
have  neither  the  time  nor  disposition  to  act  as  a  wise
schoolmaster.

A Springer is large enough to retrieve both far and feather,
but whether or no he should be encouraged to do this depends
upon circumstances. General Hutchinson says: “When a regular
retriever can be constantly employed with spaniels, of course
it  will  be  unnecessary  to  make  any  of  them  fetch  game



(certainly never to lift anything which falls out of bounds),
though all the team should be taught to ‘seek dead.’ This is
the  plan  pursued  by  the  Duke  of  Newcastle’s  keepers,  and
obviously it is the soundest and easiest practice, for it must
be always more or less difficult to make a spaniel keep within
his usual hunting limits, who is occasionally encouraged to
pursue  wounded  game,  at  his  best  pace,  to  a  considerable
distance.”

“Tissington  Flush”
Owned  by  Sir  Hugo
Fitzherbert,  Bart
and Painted by Maud
Earl

The word Springer is applied to all medium-legged spaniels, as
apart from the short-legged ones, that are neither Clumbers
nor Sussex. It is of good old English derivation, denoting the
object for which the dog was employed—-to spring birds to the
net or gun. The form of the dog has not undergone any marked
change since a Dictionary of Sport, published shortly before
Queen Victoria came to the throne, spoke of him as differing
but little from the Setter, except in size, being nearly two-
fifths  less  in  height  and  strength.  He  is  of  symmetrical
formation, varying a good deal in size from thirty pounds to
sixty pounds, with unbounded energy. He may be a self-coloured



liver, black, or yellow, or pied or mottled with white, tan,
or  both.  Miss  Earl’s  picture  brings  out  beautifully  the
correct  shape  of  his  body,  and  the  handsome  intelligent-
looking head. Older pictures suggest that a hundred years ago
or less the skull was broader between the ears, and the head
shorter, but the refining process has not been carried far
enough to jeopardise the brain power. In many breeds I have
noticed  that  a  broad  skull  indicates  self-will  and
stubbornness, and therefore it seems to me that the slight
change is all for the better.

The other variety of Springer indigenous to Wales is quite
distinct from our own. He is smaller in size, and in colour he
is red or orange and white, preference being given to the
former.

From the same book: click here to read about the English
Pointer.

 PS. Don’t forget to take a look at the Gundog Research
Project!

Break it Down- by Tok Mostert
There  is  no  doubt  that  seeing  a  well  trained  dog  doing
everything  right  is  a  pure  delight  to  owner/handler  or
observer, not to mention a judge. The seamless way they cut up
a field missing no ground, the sudden stop and lock up on
point, the flush on command, the stop, the marking of the
fallen  bird,  the  glance  for  permission  to  retrieve,  the
retrieve and the delivery all flowing like a gentle mountain
stream over smooth rock. Pure dog poetry in motion!

What few understand is how exactly you get a dog to that
level.  Many  fail  due  to  their  lack  of  experience,  the
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experienced  fail  due  to  their  lack  of  adapting.  There  is
nothing more heartbreaking to watch than a handler train one
dog  after  another  in  the  same  way,  and  making  the  same
mistakes, dog after dog. For the novice it is a minefield of
advice and methods, some good some totally disastrous!! Some
novices will seek advice from the old dog hands,  other will
shun all help.
I have my own way of training a dog, most of it is old school,
some of it is purely my way of doing things, I still do things
wrong, but I learn from that pretty quickly when I fail my
dog. Yes, I fail my dog, not the dog fails me. If I have not
trained or exposed my dog to certain things, I am failing my

dog, but that is another topic.

Getting back to watching a dog do everything right. To get to
that level a good handler/trainer would have broken down every
single step in the opening scenario and then he would have
also  compartmentalized  the  individual  steps  into  single
separate training sessions. Don’t get it?

The retrieve can be broken down as follows:

Dog sitting steady by your side1.
2. Dog looks at you when you whisper his name or click
your tongue
3. Dog takes dummy, or bird, from your hand on command,
does not chew or play
4. Dog stays sitting as you walk away, does not drop the
bird or dummy
5. Dog comes straight in when called, still holding the
dummy



5.1 Dog does not keep circling you with dummy or bird
5.2 Dog does not drop the bird/dummy at your feet
5.3 Dog sits calmly with dummy in his mouth until you
give him the deliver command
6. Dog holds steady on a cast, waits for command
7. Dog does not lift on the cast
8. Dog marks cast
9. Dog does not move when you walk and pick up dummy or
bird
10. Dog does not move when you place multiple dummies
out
11. Dog does not switch dummies/birds when they are
placed together

This gives you a general outline of how small the different
steps can be broken down into. It is the same for every single
thing you train. The point, the flush, the way the dog works a
field, everything.  I have said   times before, sit down and
decide what signals you will use, whistle, hand or verbal,
train them into yourself long before you try and teach them to
the dog, this is crucial!

Do not be in a hurry to weave this all together into your
invisible leash. Once the dog can 100% of the time complete
these micro exercises you can start putting 2 together, then 3
and  so  on.  This  is  the  only  way  to  forge  a  unbreakable
invisible leash. Few dogs fall apart during trials, most of
them fall apart under high volume high pressure shoots and
hunts, this is exactly the time you can least afford it or
correct it.

Many people wait for the season to open so they can let their
dogs run on field and find birds, this is foolish when you can
train so many other aspects before the field season opens.

Keep it fun, keep it focused!

Are you interested in gundogs? Check out the Gundog Research
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Project!

Tok Mostert, a Professional Hunter from South Africa, now
living in Sweden,  is sharing his writings on dog training
with us. You can start reading them from Part 1 here.

We  are  Losing  Legendary
Methods  (Waterwork)–  by  T.
Mostert
 Tok Mostert, a Professional Hunter from South Africa, now
living in Sweden,  is sharing his writings on dog training
with us. You can start  reading them from Part 1 here.

We are Losing Legendary Methods (Waterwork)– by T. Mostert

There are a few issues with water retrieves that you do not
have with land retrieves. Some dogs enter water easily, others
need a little encouragement and then some need a push. When to
push will depend on where the dog is mentally, too soon and
you may install a permanent fear of water in the dog. As
stated before, the dog should enjoy training and you should
make it a fun but structured experience. I want my dog steady
and sitting by my side when I start him out, he should be as
calm as possible. Arne always said it is a bad idea to cast
and control the dog when you start, get a friend or your
spouse, to do the casting. Make sure the dog can see the dummy
or bird being cast and has a clear line of sight to the dummy
or bird. The person making the cast should make bird or duck
sounds before the cast to get the dog’s attention. The handler
should focus on the dog only, make very sure the dog does not
even lift during the cast, he should stay still.
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Check that the dog follows the and cast, marks the dummy. Arne
always started with a shallow cast, the dog would not need to
swim more than 10 meters. This does not mean the dog only has
to go 10 meters in the water, from the edge of the water the
bottom should slope gently until the dog needs to swim the
last 10 meters. If possible it works very well with a passage
through reeds to get the dog straight out and straight in,
always use the terrain to the dogs advantage to make the
succeed. Arne taught me that once the dog is a meter away from
the dummy, or bird, and it is clear that they will take it,
give a quick yes, yes command, it works and I stick to it.
Give the dog lots of encouragement on the way in to you, use
the  same  bent  at  the  knees  method  I  described  for  land
retrieves.
As the dog improves, increase the distance he has to swim,
train in rivers with current and lakes where the dog cannot
see the other side, expose the dog to multiple areas and
entries.

Use  a  friend  or  your
spouse…

Blind retrieves require a dog with skill and ability. It also
requires a handler and a trainer that know what they are
doing. The dog needs to have unwavering trust in what you are
telling them to do, you cannot make a mistake, the dog will
lose trust in you! There is no stop signal in water, the dog’s
eyes cannot be on you all the time, so you better be sure when
you give a verbal, whistle or physical command that the dog
understands what you want. Do not start blind retrieves if you
cannot get the dog to do the following, I say again do not



start unless:

Your dog is comfortable spending time in the water and1.
is confident in the water.
2. Your dog can cross multiple types of surfaces under
the water. Some areas will require a dog to wade from
deep water to shallow water and back to deep water, mud
and vegetation present problems for some dogs.
3. Your dog can take a straight line out into the water
and keep it.
4. Your dog understands directional change commands and
the out or back command.
5. Your dog understands the search command.
6. Your dog will not try and switch dummies or birds
when there are multiple ones.

As  Arne  would  tell  me  a  hundred  times,  break  it  down.
Entry,out,  direction,  search  and  delivery.
I  have  had  judges  stunned  when  Flake  comes  back  with  a
completely dry bird, she is just comfortable in the water and
does not panic when she has to stay out there. A few things to
keep in mind.

Entrance into the water:
1. It is a careless dog that charges into the water, flying
entries look great, but a dog that has never entered a body of
water or is working virgin water and flies in is going to get
hurt sometimes.
2. It is a careless owner that does not check the point of
entry before he sends the dog out.
3.  The  dog  should  always,  always  take  your  line  and  go
straight out. Do not let the dog look for another entry once
you gave the out command. They lose the line and mark if they
do, which makes it harder on them and you to adjust their new
line to the old one.

Out:
1. Give the dog some indication that they are heading in the



right direction.
2. Current will make the dog drift, keep it in mind.

Direction:
1. Your timing has to be perfect, especially if the dog has to
go over an obstacle, cross a island and re-enter the water on
the other side.
2. Remember the dog is not watching you, give the direction
change command and once the dog looks back follow it up with a
physical signal, you can even move your whole body in the
direction you want the dog to go.
3. Use the wind, if you change direction with the bird lying
upwind chances are greater for the dog to find it.

Search:
1. Once the dog is in or close to the reeds, grass, rocks etc
where the bird is placed, I give the search command. Close to
me is within 3-5 meters.
2. Give the dog time to locate the bird, resist the urge to
direct the dog.

Delivery:

I do not want Flake to shake herself dry before delivery,
neither do I want her to drop the bird.
Stand as close to the water edge as the judge would allow,
Stay calm and positive, do not reach or grab for the bird, but
be fast enough so the dog can shake itself dry if it wants to
after delivery.

Tok & Flake



I have left out certain crucial bits of advice, like how to
get a dog into the water, teaching it to swim and be calm and
also the way to train a dog to take a straight entry on the
blind retrieve.
It is simply because I believe you need a trainer to assist
you here, so find a Legend and get going.

This concludes what I wish to share on retrieving. Before I
start what is considered by many the Elite section of HPR’s I
want to take a step back to obedience and discipline, because
there is a correlation between obedience and field that needs
to be clarified.

To read about obedience and discipline click here.

We  are  Losing  Legendary
Methods (Retrieves 2)– by T.
Mostert
Tok Mostert, a Professional Hunter from South Africa, now
living in Sweden,  is sharing his writings on dog training
with us. You can start reading them from Part 1 here.

We are Losing Legendary Methods (Retrieves 2)– by T. Mostert

A few more things I learned from Jeppe and Arne on training a
dog to retrieve before I moved on to training for water work.
Some  dogs  will  try  and  move  around  you  once  they  have
retrieved the game (or the dummy), almost as if they want to
circle around you, do not allow this. You can stop the dog
from doing this by training against a fence, or with a natural
barrier behind you, a corner fence works best for this. If you
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do not have a fence available, wait for the dog to come to you
and once he is 2-3 meters away from you, coming towards, take
a quick side step in the direction the dog is drifting and
give  the  sit  command.  You  have  to  be  quick  and  precise,
otherwise he will keep drifting and still circle you. The same
goes for a hard charging dog that likes to pass you and then
turns back. The dog should come in to your left, sit and
present the dummy or game. Lots of folks do not mind if the
dog sits or stands with the delivery, I want my dog to be
planted and steady. I also want to be able to stop my dog on
the way in without her dropping the dummy or game, she should
sit and wait for me to give her the come command, same goes
for sending her out. Stop, sit and then I can send her left,
right, back, or over a obstacle.

Flake and the fox

On a side note, I want my dog to present the dummy or game
with his head up, with the dog looking at me and not at the
ground! Some game will be too heavy for the dog to do this,
but even ducks can be presented this way. Bo Nilsson (great
retriever trainer) gave me this little tip. Once the dog is on
the way back to you, bend down in a kneeling position, arms
open and call the dog in, be friendly! As the dog reaches the
2-3 metres mark stand up quickly. This will not only make the
dog lift his head, but also help him to sit.

Do not ever lean over a young dog, or tower over a young dog
when you start training retrieving or holds! Doing so, you are
applying pressure on the dog mentally, they hate it and it is



one of the main reasons dogs drop dummies or game at their
handlers feet, or just out of reach! Coming in should always,
always,  be  a  positive  experience  for  the  dog!  have  seen
countless people scream and repeat the command for the dog to
pick up a dummy or game they have dropped at the handlers
feet, it is utterly useless and creates even more pressure and
negative connection to retrieving. If Flake drops a dummy( or
game) on the way in, or at my feet, she already knows she is
wrong, I do not need to say anything, or repeat a command,
what I do is take a step or three away from the dropped object
and from her, immediately relieving the pressure on her. 100%
of the time she will pick it up again and deliver it as it
should be.

Keep  in  mind  this  is  only  training,  hunting  is  a  whole
different  thing  where  the  excitement  and  pressure  is
multiplied 2000 folds. If you have never seen a dog simply
coming apart on a duck hunt because there is 100’s of shots
going off and ducks raining down on and around the dog, you
have not exposed the dog enough. More on that another time.

Points to ponder

Casting dummies in the beginning is a NO NO, sit the dog1.
down, walk away place the dummy, walk back to the dog,
give it a line and if you are sure it has the line give
the retrieve command.
2. Never start a young dog on a retrieve if they have
not taken the line (= understood they are being casted
in a straightforward line), start short, 5 meters.
3. Do use a long lead when you start your young dog
retrieving.
4. Use clear and short commands. I have different ones
for a simple pick-up and a long retrieve, I use the same
command for back as for out.
5. Always be positive when the dog is getting it right,
to the point that you excite the dog! As you progress,
tone it down. Dogs learn by positively reinforcing their



behaviour!
6. Retrieving only on sight will become a problem if you
do not challenge the dog to use its nose.
7. Bird dogs drift more than pure retrieving breeds,
give them a bit more freedom.
8. Break every training session down, from the sit to
the delivery, work on them as separate exercises.
9. Your dog will try and break and fetch the dummy
without a command, if you are not fast enough to stop
it, keep your mouth shut. Never stop a young dog going
on to a retrieve unless you are 100% sure you can. Do
praise the dog if it delivers the fetch correctly!
10. You will laugh and you will cry, suck it up.

HPR breeds are not for everyone,

Flake and English Pointers

multiple  disciplines,  with  contradictory  commands  and
outcomes, phase many owners. I do not expect my dog to compete
against a pure retriever when it comes to retrieving, but I
train her with pure retrievers and she will be on pair with
any average pure retriever any day I do not expect her to run
like a English Pointer, but I run her with English Pointers
and she may not go as wide and as deep, but she goes just as
hard. HPR dogs are not the best at everything, but they are
the best choice for everything. I cannot say this enough, you
are investing time and effort into training a dog, make the
wise choice and get a Old School Legend to help you!
No clickers, no treats just respect, discipline and loyalty.



Click here if you want to read about waterwork.

We  are  Losing  Legendary
Methods  (Retrieves)–  by  T.
Mostert
Tok Mostert, a Professional Hunter from South Africa, now
living in Sweden,  is sharing his writings on dog training
with us. You can start  reading them from Part 1 here.

Part 2: We are Losing Legendary Methods (Retrieves) – by T.
Mostert

Arne  played  a  major  role  in  training  Flake  for  water
retrieves, but before a dog can retrieve in water, he has to
be able to do this perfectly on land! So, let’s take a step
back. Too many folks have opinions on which method is the
best, force fetch or the natural fetch training method. Dogs
react to movement: you throw a ball and the dog wants to
chase, or catch, or fetch it (that’s why hare and rabbit are
so hard to proof against), movement is a trigger, it is a
natural thing for them. To me it breaks down to what works for
a particular dog and I use a hybrid system between natural
retrieve and a forced fetch.

Both, or a mix of the systems,  however, are useless if you
cannot have your dog off leash sitting by your side without
moving to a cast, or a false cast (I use false casts to steady
a dog). One thing to keep in mind is that with a force fetch
the dog will retrieve everything you tell him to retrieve,
whereas a natural retriever will, at some point, refuse to
take a retrieve, especially to pick up predatory animals.
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Casting Flake

Flake would sit on command and I would start with a wooden
dummy wrapped in a towel in front of her, sometimes getting
her a bit excited, or worked up. Some dogs need encouragement,
others need to be held firm. On command I would give her the
dummy in her mouth and tell her to stand steady. To release
the dummy, I would simply say thank you and take it. Sounds
pretty easy doesn’t it? Well, it’s not, I just skipped over
hours of frustration and swearing (silent swearing). Make up
your own mind on what works for you and stick to it. Once she
takes the dummy there is no chewing or playing, this is not an
option. A lot of praise (95% praise -5% correction rule) and
stroking her under the chin while she holds the dummy. Some
folks say never pat the head, as it encourages them to bite
into the dummy, hard mouth dogs do not need any encouragement,
but I can’t say yes or no, because I have not had a hard mouth
dog.

Start slow, 3-4 seconds is a good hold for a young dog and
work your way up to a time that suites you, I get bored after
a minute. If Flake helds for a minute, I would start walking
her on leash with the dummy in her mouth, only a few steps at
first, then stop, sit and thank you. I did not let her drop
the dummy into my hand, they tend to do that when your hand
goes to the dummy. Only after I say thank you, she must
release. I also took time to falsely take the dummy away
without a thank you, to make sure she understood the whole
process.



A few reminders:

Have fun training, if it is work for you or the dog, you1.
are doing it wrong.
2. Never end a training session with a failure, go back
a step until the dog gets it right and finish there.
3. A dogs mind gets tired before the body does, keep
sessions short but focused.
4. Dogs do not speak human language, but “fuck you” is
“fuck you” even in dog language, do not ever let a dog
say fuck you and leave it there, you will fail again and
again.
5. Sometimes you need to take a step back to go forward.
6. If you get it right all the time, you are not doing
it right.
7. Even a bad trainer can teach you something, even if
it is only the difference between good and bad. Take
what you need from a training session and leave what you
do not appreciate.
8. A good dog will make a bad trainer look good, a good
trainer will make a bad dog look good.
9. It is never about the quantity of time, it is about
the quality of the time.
10. Protect your dog from dogs that have no discipline,
it builds trust.

Final few words, a HPR dog does play games that are not some
form of training. I smoke, and every time I went out of the
house to light up Flake would follow.



Thanking Flake

I would send her out in the garden tell her to sit and throw a
tennis ball at her to catch, simple innocent game? Wrong! The
next time I sent her out in the field to search for a retrieve
she sat down and waited for me to cast that bloody ball! Took
me three weeks to break that habit I created.
Think, think, think, structure everything and plan it, then
stand in front of the mirror and repeat it, if it still makes
sense teach the dog. This brings me back to Legends like Arne,
get help we are all blind to our own mistakes, even if we see
mistakes done by other handlers or dogs!

To read the second part of the article click here.
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